
English 10 

Name: __________________________ 

Anthem Discussion/TEST Questions 

 

 As we have now finished the novel Anthem, I would like you to draw from what we have discussed and what you have 

read to further your understanding of the text and all related concepts. The questions below will touch on the text itself, the 

author’s purpose in writing Anthem, the philosophical allegory created, related concepts, and personal connections one could make. 

 

 Your assignment is to answer completely 10 of the following questions. YOU MUST 

ANSWER THE THREE QUESTIONS WITH *** (i.e. Pick 7 + #s 9, 17 and 18). 

 

Upload to Turnitin.com by 11:59 Sunday, Oct 11th, 2015 

 

We will then have a discussion with your answers and one of them will be turned into a larger 

writing piece in class on Tuesday/Wednesday. 

 

1. In many real and fictionalized totalitarian societies, children live apart from their families. Why would 
dictatorial leaders enforce this living arrangement?  

 

2. What does Equality finally understand about his society when the Council threatens to destroy his 
invention? How do they respond to his invention and how does it represent their value of discovery, freedom 
and education? What are the real reasons they reject the invention? Think historically as well. Be specific. 

 

3. At first glance, most characters in Anthem appear to be near-automatons, blindly conforming to the rest of 
society. Upon closer study, however, we see that all of the characters in Anthem—Equality, International, 
Liberty, the Council members, everyone—make choices and decisions that affect their lives and their futures, 
for better or for worse. In short, they all possess the choice to think or not, and that choice determines 
everything else. How might one fully understand this distinction?  

 

4. Many people blame their hardships, poverty or unhappiness on external conditions. “It’s not my fault,” 
they cry, “it’s because of the family, class, race, society or culture into which I was born!” They believe that 
outside factors control and determine their lives. How would Equality as an example refute this deterministic 
view of man? 

 

5. Anthem is a heroic and inspiring story about the triumph of the individual’s independent spirit. Even 
though, at the end of the novel, Equality is greatly outnumbered, and modern society lies in ruins, it is a story 
of liberation and hope—not of despair. Why is this the case? 
  
6. Aside from very rare exceptions (Equality/the Saint at the Pyre) there is literally no opposition to the 
leaders in this society. Why is this? What ideas must these men have accepted to live a life of obedience, 
drudgery and fear?  

 

7.  Anthem’s theme is, in Ayn Rand’s own words, “the meaning of man’s ego.” Explain the ways in which the 
characters and plot in Anthem illustrate this theme. What is your understanding of “the meaning of man’s 
ego”? 



 

8. To fully control a man, dictators must not only enslave his body, but also destroy his mind. How do the 
leaders in Anthem seek to accomplish this tyrannical end? 

 
***9. Last year you studied a lot about a hero’s journey. In what ways could Equality be considered a hero? 
What aspects of his journey are absolutely heroic? Be specific and use examples. 
 
10. Discuss the word “we” vs. the word “I.” What different connotations does each have? What does each 
mean in context of Equality’s society (old and new), Ayn Rand’s view of the world, as well as your own 
personal understanding? 
 
11. In what specific ways is Anthem’s society at all similar to ours in the U.S. in 2015? What nations do you 

think are most like the society of Anthem? Give Details. 

 

12. Ayn Rand held that freedom is a prerequisite for economic progress. Is this view confirmed by the 

histories of the U.S.S.R or the People’s Republic of China? 

 

13. Look up the idea of a “positive” utopia or a “negative” utopia. Compare to Anthem citing where the 
information was found.  
 
14. Why did Ayn Rand name her main characters “Prometheus” and “Gaea”? Look these names up 
(mythology websites) and compare to the story. How are the alike? 
 
15. In her forward, Ayn Rand summarizes her political views. What laws that we have today do you think she 
would agree with, and which would she oppose? 
 
16. What is “collectivism”? Which of our laws today are collectivists? 
 
***17. In what ways does your summer reading book’s main character compare to Equality/Prometheus? 
 
***18. How are three ways Ayn Rand tries to persuade her reader to agree with her Objectivist Philosophy.  
You should use the rhetorical devices list I gave you. Use your notes! 
 
 
Also, we will turn in the notebooks on Monday now so you can use them over the weekend.  
  


